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The puzzle of French liaison

� In French, some words have a consonant-final variant that only occurs
before vowel-initial words (e.g. grand [gKã(t)] ‘tall-masc’).

� Liaison consonants are challenging for phonological theory because of
evidence that they pattern ambiguously between word-final and
word-initial consonants (see Côté, 2011 for an overview).

(1) /ti/-affrication in Quebec French (Côté, 2014)
Example % affrication

(a) Word-final consonant tren/t/ innocents 36.5%
‘thirty innocent-masc.plur’

(b) Liaison consonant gran/t/ innocent 66.0%
‘tall-masc innocent-masc’

(c) Word-initial consonant /t/imide 99.2%
‘shy’

� Research question: How to account for the ambiguous/gradient
behavior of French liaison consonants?
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A representational analysis

� In recent works, the gradient behavior of liaison consonants has
motivated different underlying representations for liaison consonants and
non-liaison consonants (e.g. Smolensky and Goldrick, 2016).

� Phonological representations for segments are enriched with specific
activity levels that determine how likely segments are to surface.
I Liaison consonants have a smaller activity level than stable consonants,

explaining why they do not always surface.

� Lexical representations of all vowel-initial words (e.g. ami) are assumed
to contain the different segments available as liaison consonants in French
word-initially (e.g. ami is represented underlyingly as /{t, n, z}ami/).

� E.g. underlying representation for petit ami :
/p@ti(t0.48)/ + /{t0.09, z0.09, n0.09}ami/
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An alternative analysis based on constraint interaction

� Goal: proposing an alternative analysis where the gradient behavior of
liaison derives from constraint interaction operating on classical
phonological and lexical representations.

� Insight: Gradient effects in word pronunciation may emerge from
interactions with independent paradigmatic properties of words.

� E.g. incomplete voicing neutralization in German Rad [Ka:t] ‘wheel’
(Winter and Roettger, 2011) as a compromise between
I word-final voiceless allophone (enforced by phonotactic constraint) and
I prevocalic voiced allophone (enforced by paradigmatic-uniformity

constraint)

Rat [Ka:t]
phonological−−−−−−−−→
shortening

Rad [Ka:t]
analogical←−−−−−−−

lengthening
Räder [Kæ:d5]

‘advice’ ‘wheel’ ‘wheels’
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An alternative analysis based on constraint interaction

� Proposal: the ambiguous patterning of liaison consonants in word
1-word 2 sequences is due to the influence of word 1’s and word 2’s
citation forms, i.e. words as pronounced in isolation.
I Uniformity with the citation form of word 1 favors attachment to word 2.
I Uniformity with the citation form of word 2 favors attachment to word 1.
⇒ These conflicting uniformity requirements of word 1 and word 2 in liaison

contexts result in the intermediary status for liaison consonants observed
in the literature.

(2) Consonant type and uniformity with citation forms
Example Citation forms

(a) Word-final consonant trente innocents tKãt inosã

(b) Liaison consonant grand innocent gKã t inosã

(c) Word-initial consonant grand timide gKã timid

� In Storme (2020), I showed how this approach can derive the
intermediary rate of affrication for liaison consonants in Quebec French.
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Goals for today

� Providing additional evidence for the gradient behavior of liaison
consonants, through an experimental study of liaison enchaînée et
non-enchaînée in Swiss French.
I E.g. in petit ami, liaison [t] is non-enchaîné if [t] is prosodically treated as

word-final and enchaînée if it is treated as word-initial (Plénat, 2008).

� Showing that this gradient behavior can be derived through constraint
interaction, using independently motivated output-output faithfulness
constraints (i.e. output-variant (OV) faithfulness; Kawahara, 2002).
I Connected-speech word variants must be similar to the corresponding

citation form.
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Methods
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Stimuli

� 48 Adjective-Noun sequences were selected, in four different conditions:
Example

Final consonant magnifi [k] hôtel
Liaison 1 consonant gran[t] hommage
Liaison 2 consonant be[l] appartement
Initial consonant joli [s]ourire

� Liaison 1 and Liaison 2 adjectives differ with respect to their similarity
with the masculine’s citation form:
I Liaison 1 adjectives can be analyzed as citation form of masculine

adjective + epenthetic consonant (e.g. grand [gKã+t]).
I Liaison 2 adjectives uses the feminine form in liaison contexts and cannot

be analyzed as masculine + epenthetic consonant (e.g. bel [bEl]).

Prediction

� The paradigmatic-uniformity analysis predicts different behaviors for Liaison 1
and Liaison 2, with Liaison 2 consonants behaving like final consonants.
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Stimuli

� There are six adjectives for each condition.

Adjectives
Final consonant énorme, jeune, large, magnifique, meilleur, superbe
Liaison 1 consonant faux, grand, gros, mauvais, parfait, petit
Liaison 2 consonant ancien, bel, bon, prochain, vieil
Initial consonant (V-final Adj) affreux, charmant, gentil, joli, long, vrai

� Each adjective is represented in two Noun-Adj sequences, varying in the
strength of the collocation, e.g.:
I petit ami (more frequent collocation; logP(N|Adj) =−1.24)
I petit anneau (less frequent collocation; logP(N|Adj) =−3.94)

Note on Adj-Noun collocation

� Liaison consonant is more likely to be pronounced as P(N|Adj) increases
(Kilbourn-Ceron, 2017).

� The corpus of subtitles OpenSubtitles was used to compute these frequencies
(thanks to Aris Xanthos for his help with this part of the project).
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Stimuli

� To probe the word-initial/word-final status of consonant, each Adj-Noun
sequences was pronounced by a French native speaker (myself) with a
hesitation (euh [ø]) occurring between Adj and Noun.

Prononciation
Attachment to word 1 Attachment to word 2

Final C magnifi [k] euh hôtel magnifi euh [k]hôtel
Liaison 1 C grand [t] euh hommage grand euh [t]hommage
Liaison 2 C be[l] euh appartement be euh [l]appartement
Initial C joli [s] euh ourire joli euh [s]ourire

Table: Experimental items

� In the liaison condition, attachment to word 1 corresponds to a liaison
non-enchaînée and attachment to word 2 corresponds to a liaison
enchaînée (Plénat, 2008).
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Task

� 23 Swiss French participants took part in an online study, using the
LimeSurvey platform (LimeSurvey, 2012).

� For each Adj-Noun sequence, participants were presented with the two
pronunciations one after the other with a 1 sec inter-stimulus interval.

� All sequences were presented in pseudo-randomized order.
� Participants had to choose which of the two pronunciations they prefer

(which one sounds more natural to them).

Predictions

� Final C and Liaison 2 should strongly favor a word-final attachment.

� Liaison 1 C should show an intermediary rate of attachment to Adj and N.

� Initial C should strongly favor a word-initial attachment.
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Statistical analysis: Bayesian logistic regression

� The data were analyzed using a Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression.
� The model included Consonant (with 4 levels: initial, liaison 1, liaison 2,

final) as a fixed effect.
� It also included the maximal random-effects structure justified by the

study’s design (Barr et al., 2013):
I a by-participant random intercept,
I a by-participant random slope for Consonant,
I and a by-sequence random intercept.
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Grammatical analysis: MaxEnt fit via Bayesian logistic
regression
� The statistical analysis was supplemented with a MaxEnt constraint-

based analysis (Hayes and Wilson, 2008).
� The full analysis would include both IO faithulness and OV

(output-variant) faithfulness constraints (Kawahara, 2002; Myers and
Padgett, 2014; Steriade, 1997).
I Through OV faithfulness, connected-speech variants are penalized if they

are not similar enough to the corresponding citation form.

Underlying representation

Liaison variant Citation form

IO IO

OV

� The present analysis is simplified and focuses on OV faithfulness, with 4
constraints:
I The constraints penalize consonant epenthesis (Dep) and consonant

deletion (Max).
I The constraints are relativized to a morphological domain (Adj, Noun) to

allow variable preference for attachment to Adj or N.
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Grammatical analysis: MaxEnt fit via Bayesian logistic
regression

� How Liaison 1 and Liaison 2 are distinguished in a liaison context:
I Liaison 1 is based on the masculine with an epenthetic consonant.
I Liaison 2 is suppletive and uses the feminine form in liaison context.

UR: /gKã/Masc, /gKãt/MascLiaison

Liaison variant: [gKãt] Citation form: [gKã]

IO IO

OV

UR: /bo/Masc, /bEl/Fem

Liaison variant: [bEl] Citation form: [bEl]

IO IO

OV
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Grammatical analysis: MaxEnt fit via Bayesian logistic
regression
� Final C

[mañifik], [otEl] DepOV(C)/Adj MaxOV(C)/Adj DepOV(C)/N MaxOV(C)/N
[mañifik#ø#otEl] 0 0 0 0
[mañifi#ø#kotEl] 0 1 1 0

� Liaison 2 (citation form = corresponding feminine form)

[bEl], [apaKtmã] DepOV(C)/Adj MaxOV(C)/Adj DepOV(C)/N MaxOV(C)/N
[bEl#ø#apaKtmã] 0 0 0 0
[bE#ø#lapaKtmã] 0 1 1 0

� Liaison 1 (citation form = masculine form without epenthetic consonant)

[gKã], [OmaZ] DepOV(C)/Adj MaxOV(C)/Adj DepOV(C)/N MaxOV(C)/N
[gKãt#ø#OmaZ] 1 0 0 0
[gKã#ø#tOmaZ] 0 0 1 0

� Initial C

[Zoli], [suKiK] DepOV(C)/Adj MaxOV(C)/Adj DepOV(C)/N MaxOV(C)/N
[Zolis#ø#uKiK] 1 0 0 1
[Zoli#ø#suKiK] 0 0 0 0
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Note on the statistical analyses

� A Bayesian approach was adopted (rather than a frequentist approach)
for inferring the parameters of both analyses:
I Statistical analysis: Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression using brms

(Bürkner, 2017)
I Grammatical analysis: Bayesian logistic regression using rjags (Plummer,

2016)

� This choice was motivated by the fact that Bayesian inference yields
outcomes that are intuitive and easy to interpret (i.e. P(H|D)).

� Also, Bayesian approaches virtually always converge to accurate values of
the parameters (Liddell and Kruschke, 2018), making it easier to control
for individual-specific or item-specific effects.
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Results
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Logistic regression: results
� The figure shows the posterior probability of attachment to word 2 as a

function of Consonant (mean and 95% credibility interval).

� The predictions are borne out: only Liaison 1 behaves ambiguously
between word-final and word-initial consonant (Liaison 2 behaves like
word-final consonants).
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Logistic regression: individual variation for Liaison 1
� We find different behaviors for Liaison 1 at the individual level, with some

participants favoring a word-initial attachment and others a word-final
attachment.

� But there is generally variation at the individual level.
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Logistic regression: item variation for Liaison 1
� We find different behaviors for Liaison 1 as a function of the Adj-Noun

sequence.
� However none of them are treated as categorically word-initial or

word-final ⇒ Variation at the level of Adj-N sequences.
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Grammatical analysis
� For the grammatical analysis, the data were aggregated across

participants and Adj-N sequences (I model the average individual and the
average Adj-N sequence).

� The posterior weights of the grammar are shown in the Table.
I General preference for word-initial attachment is captured in the relative

weights of DepOV(C)/Adj and DepOV(C)/Noun.

� The grammar provides a perfect fit to the data, as shown on the right.

Constraint Mean 95% CI
DepOV(C)/Adj 2.87 [2.39, 3.38]
MaxOV(C)/Adj 1
DepOV(C)/Noun 2.21 [1.80, 2.65]
MaxOV(C)/Noun 3.33 [1.34, 6.45]

Table: Posterior distribution of the
constraint weights (mean and 95% CI)
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

� It is possible to derive the gradient behavior of liaison consonants
(Liaison 1 in particular) without massively enriching phonological and
lexical representations.

� The analysis uses independently motivated mechanisms, in particular
correspondence between connected-speech variants and citations forms.

� The analysis is predictive: if the liaison form cannot be analyzed as
involving epenthesis but only as involving suppletion (use of the feminine
form), then it is predicted not to behave gradiently (but as a word-final
consonant).

� This prediction is borne out in the experiment and crucially relies on
paradigmatic uniformity.
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